
Response to Aliyu Aliyu’s Chaos Theory of a Jonathan Presidency 

“People who sow seeds of discord by preaching tribalism, racism and religious 

misunderstanding should find another place to go.” - Jakaya Kikwete 

 

Haba Aliyu my good friend...When the North had power for 38 years of our 50 years as a nation 

the country did not destabilize...now that power is out of the Northern establishment (Cabals –

not the ordinary northerner), suddenly zoning is the only thing that can stabilize the country.  

Haba my friend Haba! Adamu Ciroma, Atiku Abubakar, Ibrahim Babangida, Yakassi, Ayu, 

Kaita etc suddenly realizes what will stabilize our country! It pains me when educated men and 

women use their education to oppress and misinform their own people instead of using the 

unique opportunity presented to them by education to educate their people and to use it to help 

emancipate their people from lack of knowledge, hopelessness, shackles of poverty and disease.  

According to Aliyu (2010), “President Goodluck Jonathan unlike Isaac Boro who is also an 

Ijaw man thinks differently. He is determined to rubbish the gentleman zoning agreement of 

the PDP which was a very thoughtful idea of the PDP think-tank by contesting for president 

in the coming elections. If he decides to dump this solution in the waste bin it would be wise 

for him to proffer another solution to the power sharing problem in the country”. PDP think 

tank ke! Who are they PDP think tank? Are they the same people at the local level, state level 

and federal level that has dug us into the hole we found our self at present…tell me who those 

think tanks are: IBB, Yakassi, Ayu, OBJ. Anieni  are they these men? Aliyu has gentle man 

agreement become superior to the law of the land?  

Aliyu you and your fellow minority Northern elites are pretending as if to say you care a hoot 

about the main street Northerner who has been at the receiving end of corrupt elite both from the 

South and North.  The majorities of Northern elites like their Southern counter parts have helped 

suppress and oppress their own people and facilitated death penal for them.  More than anything 

the high unemployment rate, lack of adequate educational facility, poor health system, poor 

dilapidated infrastructure and insecurity in Nigeria and in the North in particular will destabilize 

the country more than anything than the agitation for a fathom agreement by some cabals called 

zoning. 

Reflecting back on the 38 years of leadership by Notherners and compare with the development 

pace of the ordinary Northerner...the average Northerner have suffered immensely in the hand of 

few cabals of their own. The rest of the years ruled by Southerners have not helped either, both 

are the same side of the coin: Con Men and women that have conquered our common patrimony. 

Suddenly every proponent of zoning is hiding behind the mask of stabilization to promote zoning 

but in truth it means "We the elites of the North cannot wait for another 4 years without the 

looting while the South loot". Where were these zoning hawks when the environment of the 

Niger Delta is been ravaged by the activity of the Oil companies and injustice delivered in 



volume by the very government who are meant to protect  the very people that have the 

resources which gives the country  80% of its total revenue. 

Looting, bribery and corruption, lack of jobs and basic infrastructure, injustice more than 

anything creates instability- Boko Haram, kidnapping in the East and the militancy in the Niger 

delta are glaring examples and by products of self help when the leadership failed the people, Ok 

give an example of destabilization that will be created if zoning is not implemented…No!  

throwing zoning out the window will  only destabilize the cabals who destabilized Nigeria 

through corruption and dearth of ideas like Ciroma, IBB, Atiku and co travelers. Nigerians both 

North and South now know the ethnic and regional narrow minds and the true enemies of 

Nigeria.  

So let’s say the presidency is zoned to the North and the candidate is an Abubakar Atiku or 

Ibrahim Babangida, what difference does it make for the ordinary Nigerian and the ordinary 

Northerner in particular. What pains me most is, that even the educated community like ours are 

hiding under this dumb and nonsense word called zoning...zoning what? Looting?  

The question here is when OBJ become President apart from enriching some of his friends and 

cronies, how did it transform the life of an average Yoruba man and to bring it home the average 

Abeokuta man? How did the Presidency of Yar’dua transform the average life of a Northerner 

and to bring it home to Katsina…Katsina still remains one of the poorest…so what is the essence 

of zoning? To zone looting- right? Turn by turn to queue up and ravage the national patrimony? 

Is it what Aliyu is advocating for? 

Aliyu if the essence of zoning is time share for looting the common wealth of we the people of 

Nigeria, then you are right and on spot on your argument - we need zoning, but if you are serious 

you want development and stabilization as advocated by you, you are totally wrong. Suddenly 

because Dead woods like Adamu Ciroma and co are shouting fire and brimstone about zoning 

the presidency will destabilize the country. Have you actually taken time to talk to the ordinary 

and main street Northerner if Zoning has any meaning to them?  Aliyu what’s your take on the 

Cholera outbreak in part of North, is that a zoning problem?  

The home truth is clean water, electricity, quality education and health care, security of lives and 

property has in it no element of ethnic/religious/regional inclination and color…it is simple clean 

water, Good primary and secondary health care, it is good education etc. Because both North and 

the South have not behaved better in terms of looting the common wealth of the Nigerian 

people...for me that’s the very reason why we have not progressed and prospered in every 

department of human development index, in the miss of so many. I long for that man/woman 

whether from the North, East, West, South-South, that make it possible for all Nigerians to have 

equal access to quality education, quality infrastructure, equal and available jobs etc. I don’t care 

where the men and women come from that will provide the platform to enable any hard working 

Nigerian have better shot at life and attain their dreams. 



As a country we cannot even provide clean water for the citizens, talk less of health care and 

qualitative and quantitative education to technology development and research...you are more 

worried about an old tired order called zoning. Aliyu are you discussing Nigerian constitution or 

an arrangement of a group of cabals that we the people never gave a mandate to decide on our 

behalf. Do you want to tell me that if a group of people in their bedroom decides for you without 

the law of the land, don’t common sense tell you that they have trampled on your freedom? 

Don’t you understand the law is the law? Where was Aliyu when Alhaji Abubakar Rimi, 

Barnabas Germade and other notherners contested in the PDP primary of 2003 against Chief 

OBJ? 

Aliyu I don’t know what you do for a living, but you know that lack of job, education, injustice 

and basic infrastructure and insecurity of life and property  more than anything will destabilize 

our country 100 times more than old, antiquated belated and dumb idea of zoning. You know it 

is our part as educated community to educate our illiterate elites who came to prominence 

through the barrel of the gun. Most of the advocates of zoning like Adamu Ciroma and Yakassi 

have only succeded in lining their pockets at the expense of the main street Northerner when they 

had opportunity to bring progress and prosperity to Nigerians and Northerners in particular. Can 

these two tired brain tell Nigerians what they did for the North in their various positions.   

To bring stability to our country, we must rebuild the middle class where hard work, merit, 

dedication and commitment to call of duty remain supreme and rewarded accordingly. Zoning in 

any form and any level is simply an entitlement which our dear country does not need and cannot 

afford. If zoning is important to you Aliyu make it your ideological believe and fight for it to be 

included in the Nigerian constitution then you will have the audacity to challenge President 

Jonathan or any other person of Nigeria origin seeking the office of the President, but as of this 

point with respect to the law of the land you don’t have a point. 

How on earth can you even mention that even the states practice zoning...are we the educated 

community losing our mind, ground, mojo, sense of responsibility/reasoning  and common sense 

to thugs and criminals and become their mouth piece and megaphone promoting their deep 

seated  nepotism,  hatred ,corruption , selfishness, backwardness, tribalism and bigotry? Did the 

University really pass through us as we pass through it? Are we filling up the knapsack with 

more stones of problem like zoning than shading the weight of the inefficiency and the evil of 

corruption that have continued to pull our country down. How can we encourage zoning and still 

expect a free and fair election? Invariably we are not presenting our best foot forward, but the 

ones anointed by the same cabals that wasted the talents and abilities of generations of Nigerians 

over the years. If the proponents of zoning have put a quarter of the effort advocating for zoning  

and when the serve the country in various capacity to quality education, employment, 

infrastructure development and build, perhaps we will not be where we are discussing an 

imaginary subject called zoning.  



In the majority are Nigerians from the North and South who have basically outgrown the shoe 

and color of ethnicity, tribalism, regionalism and religion and those will continue to bring reason 

and common sense idea and civil discuss  to the rebuilding process of this potentially great 

country. 

God bless the Ordinary Nigerian who has been given the short end of the stick many times for 

too long by their leaders. 

Owunari Hopkins-Amachree is a practicing Information Technology Professional sent in this 

piece from Phoenix, Arizona. 
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